We numerically simulated dynamic propagation of in-phase and out-of-phase finite-energy Airy pulses in anomalous regions of optical fibers and analyzed the effects of cubic-quintic (CQ) competing nonlinearity and separation parameter on evolution properties. Numerical results showed entirely different effects of quintic nonlinearity on in-phase and outof-phase Airy pulses that vary with different separation parameters. For in-phase Airy pulses, a central quasi-soliton pulse is shed from all finite-energy Airy pulses when separation parameter is certain. CQ competing nonlinearity exhibits profound effects on propagation dynamics of soliton pulses. However, for out-of-phase Airy pulses, two quasi-soliton pulses and more dispersion wave pulses are symmetrically shed from the main lobe of out-of-phase Airy pulses. CQ competing nonlinearity slightly impacts evolution of out-of-phase Airy pulses depending on peak intensity, which varies with propagation distance and unlike in cases of in-phase Airy pulses.
Introduction
Berry and Balazs [1] first predicted Airy wave packets in quantum mechanics in 1979. However, these packets feature infinite energy, which causes their experimental generation impossible. G.A. Siviloglou et al. accomplished experimental generation of Airy wave packets in optical domains by modulating time exponential functions [2] , [3] . Special properties of Airy pulses include selfacceleration, self-restoration, and non-dispersion; these properties are employed for different potential applications [4] , such as optical trapping and micro-manipulation [5] , light bullet generation [6] - [8] , curved plasma filament generation [9] , supercontinuum generation [10] , and optical routing [11] .
Recent studies focused on dynamics of finite-energy Airy pulses in nonlinear media [8] , [12] - [17] and the effects of instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity, Raman scattering, self-steepening, and thirdsteepening. In instantaneous Kerr media, Fattal et al. studied soliton pulses that are shed from Airy pulses in single-mode fibers in the presence of self-phase modulation and anomalous dispersion [12] . Rodislav Driben et al. investigated nonlinear propagation of truncated Airy pulses in optical fibers under third-order dispersion [18] and regeneration of Airy pulses in fiber-optic links with dispersion management of two leading dispersion terms of opposite signs [19] . In nonlinear media, Falko Diebel et al. recently demonstrated a new type of soliton formation that arises from interaction of multiple two-dimensional Airy pulses by means of experimental and numerical simulations [20] . Zhang and Hu et al. exploited Airy pulses in highly nonlinear fibers to manipulate Raman-induced frequency shift [13] , [14] . Ament et al. also demonstrated supercontinuum generation controlled by Airy pulses in highly nonlinear fibers [21] . Previous studies showed that for high-incident optical intensities or materials with extremely high nonlinear coefficients, higher-order nonlinearity (i.e., quintic nonlinearity) should be considered to significantly influence propagation of optical pulses [22] - [24] . Therefore, cubic-quintic (CQ) competing nonlinearity can play a vital role, which should not be ignored in this case. CQ competing nonlinearity is important in supporting stable solitons, even in periodic complex potentials [25] . Such nonlinearity also plays an important role in topological photonics [26] and vortex generation [27] . Zhong et al. [15] investigated in 2015 the influence of cubic-quintic (CQ) nonlinearity and soliton order on evolution properties of finite-energy Airy pulses in optical fibers. However, no research investigated intensively the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity on interaction of two finite-energy Airy pulses and two nonlinear accelerating pulses with varying distance between them.
Hence, this study varies the distance between pulses and investigates the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity on propagation dynamics of in-phase and out-of-phase finite-energy Airy pulses in anomalous dispersion regions of optical fibers. Results indicate the different effects of CQ nonlinearity on in-phase and out-of-phase Airy pulses imposed by different separation parameters. The current study also enriches existing research on nonlinear propagation property of Airy pulses and soliton generation.
Theory Model
In paraxial approximation, the normalized equation for evolution of a slowly varying envelope amplitude A(Z,T) of Airy pulses satisfies the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [15] as follows:
where β 2 corresponds to second-order group velocity dispersion coefficient, σn represents nonlinear changes in refraction index, and ζ and τ correspond to dimensionless transverse coordinate and propagation distance, respectively. Without σn, (1) transforms into linear Schrödinger equation. We select a general form of an initial condition, which can be written as follows:
where Ai represents the Airy function, and a corresponds to truncated coefficient factor. Thus, one of the exact solutions comprises Airy wave with finite-energy that can be generalized into [3] the following:
This solution is not affected when it shifts along the transverse coordinate and is scaled in amplitude [28] . Therefore, the incident pulse comprises two shifted counterpropagating Airy pulses with a relative phase between them. Thus, the following equation is obtained:
where B represents the pulse separation parameter, and p corresponds to parameters manipulating phase shift; these parameters include in-phase and out-of-phase Airy pulses with p = 0, and p = 1, respectively. Considering quintic nonlinearity, nonlinear change parameter σn is defined as follows:
P 0 represents the quantic-nonlinearity-related parameter, where γ 1 and γ 2 correspond to cubic and quintic nonlinearity coefficient, respectively, and P 0 is the peak power. This study investigates the effects of CQ-competing-nonlinearity-related parameters on two cases of incidence, namely, in-phase and out-of-phase. Fig. 1 shows temporal dynamics of in-phase Airy pulses for different values of quintic nonlinearity parameter R and pulse separation parameter B in anomalous dispersion regime. For small separation values (i.e., B = 1) shown in Fig. 1(a) to (e), an intense quasi-soliton pulse [12] near the pulse center with straight propagating is shed from the main lobes of in-phase Airy pulses. Dispersion wave pulses with narrow durations can be observed aside from Airy pulses, which subsequently succumb to diffraction during propagation. Considering the effect of CQ competing nonlinearity when R < 0, pulse widths of quasi-soliton become slightly narrower with increasing CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R. Central quasi-soliton pulses gradually disappear and then form several dispersion wave pulses for R > 0 in a certain special case, as shown in Fig. 1(d) to (e). For larger separation parameters (e.g., B = 2, 3) described in Fig. 1(f)-(o) , two Airy components undergo initial compressions and one quasi-soliton pulse near a propagation distance of 3. More dispersion wave pulses are shed from the background of the in-phase Airy pulse, appear beside central quasisoliton pulse, and move away from the central intense quasi-soliton pulse as propagation distance increases. The difference is that pulse width narrows, and peak power enhances, corresponding to larger parameter R with the effect of CQ competing nonlinearity.
Simulation Results

In-Phase Airy Pulses (p = 0)
Two-dimensional intensity distributions at propagation distance of Z = 9 in anomalous dispersion region are shown in Fig. 2 to demonstrate the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity on propagation characteristics of Airy pulses in more detail. For small-separation parameter (B = 1) shown in Fig. 2(a) , when R < 0, then peak power of central quasi-soliton pulse increases and reaches its maximum at R = 0, as previously mentioned. This scenario occurs with increasing CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R and corresponds to large higher-order nonlinear effects. High values of separation parameter B cause pulse compression and increase dispersion wave pulse number; this phenomenon can be reproduced. When separation parameter is set to 2, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , then CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R becomes larger, pulse width narrows, and peak power enlarges. High-frequency oscillation side lobes appear on both sides of the Airy pulse. For large separation parameter (B = 3), as shown in Fig. 2(c) , a red-shift occurs in the leading edge, whereas a blue-shift occurs in the trailing edge of pulse, increasing the CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R. Peak power also increases with only minor fluctuations in trailing and leading sides. This characteristic is also described in Fig. 1 .
Notably, in-phase Airy pulses vary with propagation distance in terms of their maximal normalized amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 3 , where I max represents the maximum normalized intensity. Oscillation, amplitude, oscillation frequency, and central value also differ depending on different values of B and R [15] . When B = 1, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , I max generally decreases and then generates higher frequency oscillation when distance is sufficiently long. Fig. 3(a) also indicates that larger CQ competing nonlinearity parameter results in larger I max , with increasing propagation distance when R < 0. However, for R > 0, smaller I max corresponds to a large R. For large separation parameter (B = 2 and 3), as shown in Fig. 3(b) to (c), high-frequency oscillation occurs in the curve of maximum normalized intensity versus propagation distance. In particular, CQ competing nonlinearity hardly influences I max when B = 2 in a certain range of distance (e.g., near the first four propagation distances). CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R significantly affects I max in nearly 4-7 propagation distances, indicating that larger CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R leads to larger I max values. For larger separation parameter (B = 3), influence of competing nonlinearity parameter R increases with increasing distance, suggesting that I max increases with high-frequency oscillation.
Out-of-Phase Airy Pulses (p = 1)
We investigate scenarios of out-of-phase Airy pulses that remain propagating in an abnormal dispersion regime to further study the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity on Airy pulses with different separation parameters. We set the phase shift parameter to p = 1 in (3). Unlike cases of in-phase Airy pulses, out-of-phase Airy pulses exhibit entirely different features. CQ competing nonlinearity also slightly influences evolution of out-of-phase Airy pulses. Fig. 4 shows propagation dynamics of out-of-phase Airy pulses in abnormal dispersion regime for different separation and CQ competing nonlinearity parameters. When separation parameter B is set to 1, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) to (e), then four quasi-soliton pulses with high-frequency oscillation are symmetrically shed from outof-phase Airy pulses. When out-of-phase Airy pulses are imposed by large separation parameters (B = 2, 3), as shown in Fig. 4 (f) to (o), then they also shed two intense quasi-soliton pulses and weak dispersion wave pulses. The former almost remains near the pulse center, whereas the latter gradually shifts toward the side of central pulses and subsequently diffuses during propagation with increasing propagation distance. Fig. 5 shows propagation dynamics of out-of-phase Airy pulses for different values of separation parameter B and CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R. The said figure shows that stronger nonlinearity effect results in smaller interval of two quasi-soliton pulses and more intense dispersion wave pulses, as previously mentioned. Therefore, two quasi-soliton pulses can be obtained from out-of-phase Airy pulses when separation parameter is certain due to strong self-focusing and attractive force [29] .
For out-of-phase Airy pulses, maximum normalized intensity I max for different values of CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R similarly forms a relationship with propagation distance at a certain separation parameter B. Fig. 6 shows the maximum normalized intensity with normalized propagation distance for different values of separation parameter B and CQ competing nonlinearity R. Maximum intensity and oscillation frequency also differ depending on different values of B and R. Fig. 6 shows high-frequency attenuated oscillation; larger CQ competing nonlinearity parameter R leads to larger maximal normalized amplitude I max . Accordingly, appropriate CQ competing nonlinearity can be utilized to manipulate maximal normalized amplitude of central soliton pulses, which are shed from out-of-phase Airy pulses. 
Conclusions
We investigated the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity and separation parameter on propagation dynamics of in-phase and out-of-phase Airy pulses in optical fibers, respectively. Results show that the effects of CQ competing nonlinearity exhibit entirely different styles for in-phase and out-ofphase Airy pulses. For in-phase Airy pulses, a central quasi-soliton pulse is generated from the main lobes of in-phase Airy pulses near the pulse center with straight propagation. Dispersion wave pulses are shed from the background of in-phase Airy pulses, which appear beside the central quasi-soliton pulse and move away from the intense central quasi-soliton pulse as propagation distance increases. Pulse width narrows, and peak power enhances based on larger CQ competing nonlinearity parameter with the effect of CQ competing nonlinearity. However, for out-of-phase Airy pulses, two intense quasi-soliton pulses and weaker dispersion wave pulses are shed from out-of-phase Airy pulses. These pulses symmetrically remain near the pulse center, gradually shift to the side of central pulses, and subsequently diffuse during propagation. CQ competing nonlinearity also slightly influences evolution of in-phase Airy pulses unlike in cases of in-phase Airy pulses. This scenario shows that larger CQ competing nonlinearity parameter results in smaller maximal normalized peak intensity. Given these notable results, this study can inspire experts to exploit appropriate CQ competing nonlinearity and separation parameters to manipulate Airy pulse propagation and application.
